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IT ALL STARTED IN A GARAGE
The story of LoCa began in Herfølge, denmark, in 1992. Thorkild Lundsgaard, an engineer, had just finished 

 redecorating his eldest daughter’s bedroom and wanted to add an attractive coat rack as the finishing touch. 

However, nothing he could find on the market lived up to his requirements or matched the look he wanted.  

So he went out into his garage to fashion one of his own. He never actually installed the prototype, but the 

 process  triggered a larger project. Thorkild had the feeling that he was onto something important, and contacted 

the designers Harrit & Sørensen. Together, they developed the coat rack that bears the name knaX today.
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FROM RAW MATERIAL… 
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QUALITY AND FLEXIBILITY
The idea behind knaX is still the same today as it was when Thorkild 

first went down to his garage: a coat rack that is attractive, simple and 

made of good materials – and which is flexible in relation to require-

ments. Only the hooks you need here and now are to stick out.

  

THE FORMLAND AWARD 
in 1995, Thorkild attended a trade fair for applied art in Herning, 

denmark. He was to present his coat rack to the general public 

for the first time, and he went home from the event a winner. He 

won the Formland award, which is presented annually for the most 

 innovative design of the year. The award was precisely the pat on the 

back he needed to go the whole way with his entrepreneurial dream.
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… TO MINIMALIST DESIGN
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HUMOUR, WARMTH AND JOY
Black and white have long been a part of the range. But now you can pep up your entrance hall, children’s room, 

walk-in closet, kitchen or waiting room with a dash of orange, yellow, turquoise, red, green, grey or cream.  

The colours make the coat rack shine and light up the room.

Knax
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FROM RAW MATERIAL  
TO MINIMALIST DESIGN  
Fine woods from all parts of the world are purchased from 

recognised timber suppliers and delivered to a partner on the danish 

island of Falster, where the storage, drying and initial processing take 

place. The wood is then sent to LoCa’s production facility in Tureby, 

denmark, where the raw planks are transformed into the finished 

products. These are then sold by leading furniture outlets and design 

houses all over the world. 

in all the coat racks, you can still trace the grain in the solid wood: 

beech, cherry, mahogany, oak, walnut, birch, maple and teak. 

LoCa products combine technology, functionality, quality, design and 

excellent craftsmanship. 

Simple and beautiful.
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k n a x   I   H a L L  STa n D 
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k n a X   i   Wa L L  S Ta n d k n a X   i   V e rT i C a L
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k n a X   i   m i r rO r

k n a X   i   n e T
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Hanx
THAT SPECIAL LOCA FEELING
all LoCa products share the traits of simplicity and quality – and that special feeling you get when you run your 

hand over them. The raw wood is cut and hand-sanded, which produces an attractive finish and makes touching 

the products a delightful experience. What is special about LoCa items is the feeling that a lot of work has gone 

into them; there has not been any compromise. LoCa products radiate top quality and authentic craftsmanship. 
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H a n x   I   k n O B  a n D  H a n G E R
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H a n x   I   H aT  R aC k
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HARRIT & SØRENSEN’S FIRST ASSIGNMENT
The danish design agency Harrit & Sørensen shaped knaX in the early 1990s, and the coat rack is still one of 

the agency’s best-selling designs. They came up with the name from the sound the hook makes when it snaps back 

into place. The material was a challenge, and it took several attempts before Thorkild and the designers hit upon 

the perfect combination of soft and hard material.
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A MODERN CLASSIC
an article in the respected danish newspaper Jyllands-Posten 

mentions knaX in the same breath as Wegner, Børge mogensen, 

montana and Fritz Hansen furniture. in 2002, Lisbeth Tolstrup, the 

danish designer, author and journalist wrote:

in COLLaBOraTiOn WiTH THOrkiLd 

LUndSGaard, HarriT & SØrenSen 

HaVe CreaTed a COaT raCk THaT HaS 

marked iTSeLF OUT aS a TrUe CLaSSiC 

in LeSS THan FiVe YearS. SimPLe aS THe 

earLY FUnCTiOnaLiST FUrniTUre, SLeek 

in iTS maTeriaLS,  and diSCreeT in iTS 

eXPreSSiOn.
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